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1.0 Existing Setting
1.1 Project Description
The Eastside Well Collector and Centralized Disinfection Facility project will install the
infrastructure required to transport groundwater from seven existing wells in the eastern portion
of Pasadena to Pasadena Water and Power’s (PWP) Jones Reservoir as well as providing
centralized disinfection of the water delivered from these wells. This infrastructure includes the
installation of 23,184 linear feet of pipeline to transport groundwater from the wells to Jones
Reservoir, where a chloramination system will be constructed to disinfect the water before it is
added to the Reservoir. In addition, the project will include modifications at the well sites and
minor modifications to the Jones Reservoir overflow device. Each of the project components is
discussed in more detail below.
The Eastside Well Collector component of the project involves the installation of 23,184 linear
feet of 16-inch, 20-inch, and 24-inch diameter ductile iron pipe from seven existing wells to
Jones Reservoir. All pipelines will be installed within the City’s existing right-of-way (primarily
street right-of-way). Exhibit 1 shows the alignments of the proposed pipeline.
The Centralized Disinfection Facility (CDF) component of the project involves the installation of
a chloramination system at the Jones Reservoir site. Chloramination involves injecting sodium
hypochlorite (i.e., liquid chlorine) and ammonium hydroxide (i.e., aqueous ammonia) into the
pipeline to disinfect water transported from the wells prior to adding the water to Jones
Reservoir. This facility would be constructed on the southern portion of the Jones Reservoir site
along the north side of Sierra Madre Boulevard as shown in Exhibit 2.
The CDF is expected to include two above ground storage tanks, a 6,650-gallon sodium
hypochlorite tank, and a 1,800-gallon ammonium hydroxide tank. The tanks will be installed
outdoors covered by a roof structure and inside a concrete containment curb. In addition to the
tanks, three vaults will be installed along with the 24-inch pipeline transporting the water from
the wells. Two of the vaults will be for injecting the sodium hypochlorite and ammonium
hydroxide into the well water and the third vault is for sampling and flow metering equipment.
Surge tanks will need to be installed at the seven well sites to protect the system from high
localized pressures as well as negative pressures that could be caused by a loss of power to the
well pumps. In addition, the tanks would protect the system from waterhammer and pressure
surges during normal operation. Each tank would be connected to the well with an 8-inch
diameter pipe. Jourdan Well, Chapman Well, Well 5, Woodbury Well, and Well 59 will require
500-gallon surge tanks. Craig Well will require an approximate 2,550-gallon surge tank, and
Monte Vista Well will require an approximate 1,450-gallon surge tank. In addition to the surge
tank that would be installed at Jourdan Well, the well pump and motor would be replaced with
equivalent equipment as part of the project.
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The increased flow to Jones Reservoir that would result from the Eastside Well Collector and
Centralized Disinfection Facility project will require an increase in the Reservoir’s
spillway/overflow device. Overflow is currently diverted through a series of pipes and an
overflow vault, which drains to a flood control channel under Sierra Madre Boulevard. The
overflow capabilities will be increased by replacing the top of the existing solid overflow vault
with a grating. This will allow the additional overflow not handled by the current piping to be
discharged to the street. The overflow vault is located in the Reservoir’s service road near the
existing vent structure. No above ground faculties or improvements are proposed.
Construction of the project is proposed to occur in two phases. The first phase involves the
construction of the chloramination facility, modifying the Reservoir overflow device, and
installation of the pipeline starting from the Reservoir and working outward to connect Well 58,
Chapman Well, Jourdan Well and Well 59 as well as installing surge tanks at these wells and
replacing the Jourdan Well motor and pump. This work is anticipated to start in the fall of 2012
and be completed by the end of 2013.
The second phase of the project would install pipeline to the three remaining wells and install
surge tanks at these wells. It is not known when the second phase of the project will be
constructed as it will be dependent on funding availability.
The project will not result in considerable operational long-term noise impacts. The project does
not result in any new sources of noise at the wells included in the project. There will be no
considerable increase in pumping operations from the wells as the amount of water pumped from
the wells is limited by groundwater pumping rights.
There is no equipment included in the Centralized Disinfection Facility that will generate
considerable levels of noise. Small pumps will be used to inject the disinfection agents into the
water and for the water sampling. However, these pumps do not generate appreciable noise
levels. Periodic delivery of disinfectant agents to the disinfection facility will generate
infrequent short-term noise events. The sodium hypochlorite tank is expected to require refilling
about every 23 days in normal operation and every 13 days during peak operation. The
ammonium hydroxide tank is expected to require refilling about every 42 days during normal
operation and every 25 days during peak operation. Trucks traveling to the Centralized
Disinfection Facility would deliver these materials. The truck would generate noise as it
approached and departed the site, and a pump will operate as the disinfection agents are
transferred. This activity would occur a maximum of four times in a month during daytime
hours.
This report analyzes the potential noise impacts from the Proposed Project. Background
information on noise and community noise assessment criteria is presented first. This is intended
to give the reader a greater understanding of noise and the criteria used to assess potential
impacts from noise. Existing noise levels are presented to describe the existing noise
environment. Potential noise impacts during construction and operation are examined, and
measures to mitigate impacts are identified.
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1.2 Background Information on Noise
1.2.1 Noise Criteria Background
Sound is technically described in terms of the loudness (amplitude) of the sound and frequency
(pitch) of the sound. The standard unit of measurement of the loudness of sound is the decibel
(dB). Decibels are based on the logarithmic scale. The logarithmic scale compresses the wide
range in sound pressure levels to a more usable range of numbers in a manner similar to the
Richter scale used to measure earthquakes. In terms of human response to noise, a sound 10 dB
higher than another is judged to be twice as loud; a sound 20 dB higher is perceived to be four
times as loud; and so forth. Everyday sounds normally range from 30 dB (very quiet) to 100 dB
(very loud).
Since the human ear is not equally sensitive to sound at all frequencies, a special frequencydependent rating scale has been devised to relate noise to human sensitivity. The A-weighted
decibel scale (dBA) performs this compensation by discriminating against frequencies in a
manner approximating the sensitivity of the human ear. Community noise levels are measured in
terms of the "A-weighted decibel," abbreviated dBA. Exhibit 3 provides examples of various
noises and their typical A-weighted noise level.
Sound levels decrease as a function of distance from the source as a result of wave divergence,
atmospheric absorption and ground attenuation. As the sound wave form travels away from the
source, the sound energy is dispersed over a greater area, thereby dispersing the sound power of
the wave. Atmospheric absorption also influences the levels that are received by the observer.
The greater the distance traveled, the greater the influence and the resultant fluctuations. The
degree of absorption is a function of the frequency of the sound as well as the humidity and
temperature of the air. Turbulence and gradients of wind, temperature and humidity also play a
significant role in determining the degree of attenuation. Intervening topography can also have a
substantial effect on the effective perceived noise levels.
Noise has been defined as unwanted sound and it is known to have several adverse effects on
people. From these known effects of noise, criteria have been established to help protect the
public health and safety and prevent disruption of certain human activities. This criterion is
based on known impacts of noise on people, such as hearing loss, speech interference, sleep
interference, physiological responses and annoyance. Each of these potential noise impacts on
people are briefly discussed in the following narratives:
HEARING LOSS is not a concern in community noise situations of this type. The potential
for noise induced hearing loss is more commonly associated with occupational noise
exposures in heavy industry or very noisy work environments. Noise levels in
neighborhoods, even in very noisy airport environs, are not sufficiently loud as to cause
hearing loss.

SOUND LEVELS AND LOUDNESS OF ILLUSTRATIVE NOISES
IN INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTS
Numbers in Parentheses are the A-Scale Weighted Sound Levels for that Noise Event

dB(A)

OVER-ALL LEVEL

UNCOMFORTABLY
LOUD

(Outdoor)

Oxygen Torch (121)
Riveting Machine (110)

Concord Takeoff (113)*

Rock-N-Roll Band (108-114)

VERY
LOUD

90

80

MODERATELY LOUD

Power Mower (96)
Newspaper Press (97)

DC-10-30 Takeoff (96)*
Motorcycle @25 Ft. (90)
Car Wash @ 20 Ft. (89)
Boeing 727 w/ Hushkit Takeoff (96)*
Diesel Truck, 40 MPH @ 50 Ft. (84)
Diesel Train, 45 MPH @ 100 Ft. (83)
High Urban Ambient Sound (80)
Passenger Car, 65 MPH @ 25 Ft. (77)
Freeway @ 50 Ft. From Pavement
Edge, 10:00 AM (76 +or- 6)
Boeing 757 Takeoff (76)*
Propeller Airplane Takeoff (67)*
Air Conditioning Unit @ 100 Ft. (60)

60
50

QUIET

Large Transformers @ 100 Ft. (50)

Bird Calls (44)

40

Human Judgement of
Different Sound Levels

120 dB(A)
32 Times as Loud
110 dB(A)
16 Times as Loud

100 dB(A)
8 Times as Loud

Boeing 747-200 Takeoff (101)*

100

70

HOME OR INDUSTRY

Military Jet Aircraft Take-Off With
After-Burner From Aircraft Carrier @
50 Ft. (130)

120
110

LOUDNESS

COMMUNITY

Lower Limit Urban Ambient Sound (40)

90 dB(A)
4 Times as Loud

Food Blender (88)
Milling Machine (85)
Garbage Disposal (80)
Living Room Music (76)
TV-Audio, Vacuum Cleaner
Cash Register @ 10 Ft. (65-70)
Electric Typewriter @ 10 Ft. (64)
Dishwasher (Rinse) @ 10 Ft. (60)
Conversation (60)

80 dB(A)
2 Times as Loud

70 dB(A)

60 dB(A)
1/2 as Loud

50 dB(A)
1/4 as Loud
40 dB(A)
1/8 as Loud

(dB[A] Scale Interrupted)

20

JUST AUDIBLE

10

THRESHOLD OF
HEARING

Desert at Night

*Aircraft takeoff noise measured 6,500 meters from beginning of takeoff roll

4

Source:
Leo L. Beranek “Noise And Vibration Control,” 1971
*Aircraft Levels From FAA Advisory Circular AC-36-3G
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SPEECH INTERFERENCE is one of the primary concerns in environmental noise
problems. Normal conversational speech is in the range of 60 to 65 dBA and any noise in this
range or louder may interfere with speech. There are specific methods of describing speech
interference as a function of distance between speaker and listener and voice level.
SLEEP INTERFERENCE is a major noise concern for traffic noise. Sleep disturbance
studies have identified interior noise levels that have the potential to cause sleep disturbance.
Note that sleep disturbance does not necessarily mean awakening from sleep, but can refer to
altering the pattern and stages of sleep.
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES are those measurable effects of noise on people that are
realized as changes in pulse rate, blood pressure, etc. While such effects can be induced and
observed, the extent is to which these physiological responses cause harm or are signs of
harm is presently unknown.
ANNOYANCE is the most difficult of all noise responses to describe. Annoyance is a very
individual characteristic and can vary widely from person to person. What one person
considers tolerable can be quite unbearable to another of equal hearing capability.
1.2.2 Noise Assessment Metrics
The description, analysis and reporting of community noise levels around communities is made
difficult by the complexity of human response to noise and the myriad of noise metrics that have
been developed for describing noise impacts. Each of these metrics attempts to quantify noise
levels with respect to community response. Most of the metrics use the A-Weighted noise level
to quantify noise impacts on humans. A-Weighting is a frequency weighting that accounts for
human sensitivity to different frequencies.
Noise metrics can be divided into two categories: single event and cumulative. Single-event
metrics describe the noise levels from an individual event such as an aircraft fly over or perhaps
a heavy equipment pass-by. Cumulative metrics average the total noise over a specific time
period, which is typically 1 or 24-hours for community noise problems. For this type of analysis,
cumulative noise metrics is typically used.
Several rating scales have been developed for measurement of community noise. These account
for: (1) the parameters of noise that have been shown to contribute to the effects of noise on
man, (2) the variety of noises found in the environment, (3) the variations in noise levels that
occur as a person moves through the environment, and (4) the variations associated with the time
of day. They are designed to account for the known health effects of noise on people described
previously. Based on these effects, the observation has been made that the potential for a noise to
impact people is dependent on the total acoustical energy content of the noise. A number of noise
scales have been developed to account for this observation. The two most predominate noise
scales are the: Equivalent Noise Level (LEQ) and the Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL). These scales are described in the following paragraphs along with the LDN and L(%)
scales that are also used for community noise assessment.
LEQ is the sound level corresponding to a steady-state sound level containing the same total
energy as a time-varying signal over a given sample period. LEQ is the "energy" average
noise level during the time period of the sample. LEQ can be measured for any time period,
but is typically measured for 1 hour. This 1-hour noise level can also be referred to as the
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Hourly Noise Level (HNL), the energy average of all the events and background noise levels
that occur during that time period.
CNEL, Community Noise Equivalent Level, is the predominant rating scale now in use in
California for land use compatibility assessment. The CNEL scale represents a time weighted
24-hour average noise level based on the A-weighted decibel. Time weighted refers to the
fact that noise that occurs during certain sensitive time periods is penalized. The evening
time period (7 p.m. to 10 p.m.) penalizes noises by 5 dBA, while nighttime (10 p.m. to 7
a.m.) noises are penalized by 10 dBA. These time periods and penalties were selected to
reflect people's increased sensitivity to noise during these time periods. A CNEL noise level
may be reported as a "CNEL of 60 dBA," "60 dBA CNEL," or simply "60 CNEL." Typical
noise levels in terms of the CNEL scale for different types of communities are presented in
Exhibit 4.
Ldn, the day-night scale is similar to the CNEL scale except that evening noises are not
penalized. It is a measure of the overall noise experienced during an entire day. The timeweighted refers to the fact that noise that occurs during certain sensitive time periods is
penalized. In the Ldn scale, those noise levels that occur during the night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
are penalized by 10 dB. This penalty was selected to attempt to account for increased human
sensitivity to noise during the quieter period of a day, where resting at home and sleep are the
most probable activities.
L(%) is a statistical method of describing noise which accounts for variance in noise levels
throughout a given measurement period. L(%) is a way of expressing the noise level
exceeded for a percentage of time in a given measurement period. For example since 5
minutes is 25% of 20 minutes, L(25) is the noise level that is equal to or exceeded for five
minutes in a twenty-minute measurement period. It is L(%) that is used for many Noise
Ordinance standards. For example, most daytime City, State and County Noise Ordinances
use an ordinance standard of 55 dBA for 30 minutes per hour or an L(50) level of 55 dBA. In
other words the Noise Ordinance states that no noise level should exceed 55 dBA for more
than fifty percent of a given period.

1.3 Noise Criteria
The Noise Ordinance and Noise Element of the General Plan contain the City’s policies on noise.
The Noise Ordinance applies to noise on one property impacting a neighboring property.
Typically, it sets limits on noise levels that can be experienced at the neighboring property. The
Noise Ordinance is part of the City’s Municipal Code and is enforceable throughout the City.
The Noise Element of the General Plan presents limits on noise levels from transportation noise
sources, vehicles on public roadways, railroads and aircraft. These limits are imposed on new
developments. The new developments must incorporate measures to ensure that the limits are
not exceeded. The City of Pasadena Noise Ordinance and Noise Element policies are presented
below.

CNEL

Outdoor Location

90
Apartment Next to Freeway
3/4 Mile From Touchdown at Major Airport
80

Downtown With Some Construction Activity
Urban High Density Apartment

70
Urban Row Housing on Major Avenue

60

50

Old Urban Residential Area

Wooded Residential

Agricultural Crop Land
40

Rural Residential
Wilderness Ambient

30

Source:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
"Impact Characterization of Noise Including
Implications of Identifying and Achieving
Levels of Cumulative Noise Exposure," EPA
Report NTID 73.4, 1973.
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1.3.1 Noise Ordinance
Chapter 9.36 of the City of Pasadena Municipal Code defines the City’s Noise Ordinance.
Section 9.36.050 defines the limits applicable to General Noise Sources. General Noise Source is
defined in Section 9.36.030(F) as “noise from any source not specifically exempted in this
chapter.” Section 9.36.050 states that, “It is unlawful for any person to create, cause, make or
continue to make or permit to be made or continued any noise our sound which exceeds the
ambient noise level at the property line of any property by more than 5 decibels.” Section
9.36.040(A) and 9.36.030(A) specify that ambient noise level is the measured 15 minute average
(Leq) without the offending source. Section 9.36.040(B)(1) provides values that are to be added
to the offending sound level depending on its characteristics. These values are presented below.
Note that the last three adjustments are only applicable to sound level measurements during the
daytime hours (6 a.m. to 11 p.m.)
+5 dB

Any steady audible tone

+5 dB

repeated impulsive noise

-5 dB

noise occurring for more than 5 but less than 15 minutes in an hour

-10 dB

Noise occurring for more than 1 but less than 5 minutes per hour

-20 dB

Noise occurring for less than 1 minute per hour.

Section 9.36.060 defines interior noise standards applicable to multi-family residential property.
The section states that it is unlawful to produce sound levels greater than 60 dBA during the
daytime (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and 50 dBA during the nighttime (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.)
inside any dwelling unit on the same property or twenty feet from the outside of the dwelling
unit.
Noise standards for construction projects and equipment are specified in Section 9.36.070 and
9.36.080. Therefore, these sources are not subject to the General Noise Source Regulations.
Section 9.36.080 states that it is unlawful for any person to operate construction equipment that
generates noise levels in excess of 85 dBA at a distance of 100 feet. Section 9.36.070 restricts
noise generating construction activities within a residential district or within 500 feet therefrom
to between 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Saturday. Construction is prohibited on Sunday or holidays.
Section 9.36.170(A) specifically exempts regulation of noise generated by construction,
maintenance, and repair activities conducted by public agencies or their contractors.
1.3.2 Noise Element
The City of Pasadena 2002 Noise Element describes the major noise sources affecting the city
and specifies objectives and policies to reduce noise from those sources. Two objectives and
four policies presented in the Noise Element are relevant to the proposed project and are listed
below,
Objective 6 The City will minimize noise spillovers from commercial and industrial operations
into adjacent residential neighborhoods and other sensitive uses, while maximizing
the Land Use Element's objectives to encourage mixed-use development in the
Central District and other Specific Plan areas as well as to promote economic
vitality
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The City will encourage limitations on the hours of truck deliveries to industrial and
commercial properties abutting residential zones unless there is no feasible
alternative or there are substantial transportation benefits for scheduling deliveries
at another hour.

Objective 7 The City will minimize the effects of nuisance noise on sensitive land uses as
defined in Figure 1 to the degree feasible.
Policy 7b

The City will encourage limitations on construction activities adjacent to sensitive
noise receptors as defined in Figure 1.

Policy 7c

The City will encourage construction and landscaping activities that employ
techniques to minimize noise.

Policy 7d

The City will enforce noise level restrictions contained in the City of Pasadena
Noise Regulations (Chapter 9.36 of the Municipal Code), except during federal,
State, or local emergencies (such as power generators required for energy
emergencies).

Objective 6 and Policy 6c relate to the deliveries of disinfectants to the Centralized Disinfection
Facility. Objective 7 and Policies 7b, 7c, and 7d relate to noise from construction activity and
enforcement of the City’s Noise Ordinance described above. Figure 1 referenced in the
Objective 7 and Policy 7b presents noise levels that are considered by the city to be Clearly
Acceptable, Normally Acceptable, and Conditionally acceptable for a variety of land uses.
Figure 1 of the City’s Noise Element is reproduced in Exhibit 5.

1.4 Existing Noise Measurements
To document the existing noise environment in the vicinity of the project site, ambient noise
measurements were made at four locations within the project site on Thursday, March 1, 2012.
The measurement locations are shown in Exhibits 1 and 2. Noise levels were measured for 15
minutes at each location.
The measurement survey utilized a Brüel & Kjær 2238 automated digital noise data acquisition
system for short-term readings. This instrument automatically calculates both the Equivalent
Noise Level (LEQ) and Percent Noise Level (L%) for any specific time period. The noise
monitor was equipped with a Brüel & Kjær 1/2-inch electret microphone and was calibrated with
a Brüel & Kjær calibrator with calibrations traceable to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. Certification of the instrument is performed annually and was valid through the
duration of the measurements. This measurement system satisfies the ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) Standards 1.4 for Type 1 precision noise measurement instrumentation.
The measurement results are presented in Table 1 in terms of the equivalent noise level (Leq),
maximum noise level (Lmax) and minimum noise level (Lmin).

Exhibit 5 - Pasadena Guidelines
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Table 1
Noise Measurement Results
Site

Start Time

Leq

Lmax

Lmin

R4
R5
R6
R10

1:57 PM
1:10 PM
12:39 PM
12:08 PM

59.1
52.2
69.3
54.5

69.8
71.8
86.8
64.7

52.5
45.7
50.4
44.0

Measurement Site R4 was located on the west side of Craig Road between Lambert Drive, and
Las Lunas Drive at the far edge of the sidewalk along Craig Road. The dominant background
noise source was distant traffic, primarily traffic noise from the I-210 Freeway. Noise from
trains on the Metro Gold Line Light Rail Line was occasionally just audible. Leaves rustling in
the breeze and birds also contributed to the background noise. Typical background noise levels
were in the 55 dBA to 60 dBA range. Vehicles traveling on Craig Avenue generated the highest
noise levels measured at the site, with maximum noise levels typically in the 65 dBA to 70 dBA
range. The loudest vehicle pass generated a noise level of 71.8 dBA. Sixteen vehicles passed
the site on Craig Avenue during the measurement. One general aviation propeller aircraft was
audible during the measurement but did not generate noise levels that exceeded the background
levels.
Measurement Site R5 was located on the north side of White Avenue between Lola Avenue and
Martel Avenue. The sound level meter was located on the far edge of the sidewalk in front of
2261 White Street. The dominant background noise source was distant traffic, primarily traffic
noise from the I-210 Freeway. Leaves rustling in the breeze and birds also contributed to the
background noise. Typical background noise levels were in the 46 dBA to 51 dBA range.
Vehicles traveling on White Avenue generated the highest noise levels measured. There were
three vehicle passes that generated maximum noise levels of 63 dBA, 68 dBA, and 71.8 dBA.
Distant aircraft were occasionally audible during the measurement but did not generate noise
levels that exceeded background levels. During the last minute of the measurement distant sirens
from emergency vehicles were audible.
Measurement Site R6 was located on the west side of Sierra Madre Villa Avenue just south of
Hermanos Street. The sound level meter was located on the edge of the sidewalk adjacent to the
side of the residence at 3330 Hermanos Street. The dominant source of noise at the site was
traffic on Sierra Madre Villa Avenue, which passed the site frequently. When traffic was not
passing the site on Sierra Madre Villa Avenue, the background noise environment was due to
distant traffic. A car with a muffler system in need of repair and a loud bus passing the site both
generated noise levels near the maximum noise level. A large helicopter flying over the I-210
Freeway was distinctly audible during the measurement for a short period.
Measurement Site R10 was located approximately 100 feet north of the northern curb of Sierra
Madre Boulevard on the boundary between Jones Reservoir and the residential area to the east.
This is adjacent to the home that is nearest the proposed location of the Centralized Disinfection
Facility. Traffic on Sierra Madre Boulevard was the dominant source of noise during the
measurements. Traffic noise levels during car passes were typically in the 52 dBA to 57 dBA
range with maximum levels around 62 dBA. During the measurements, construction activities
on the church located on the south side of Sierra Madre Boulevard also generated considerable
noise levels at the measurement site. Workers were removing metal siding using hand tools.
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Occasionally, the sheets of metal siding were dropped from a first floor balcony to the ground
below generating short-term peak noise levels in the 6063 dBA range and likely caused the
maximum noise level recorded. Several bursts of children yelling from the south side of Sierra
Madre Boulevard were audible during the measurement as were a few aircraft. However, noise
levels from these events did not exceed background levels.
In 2007 a Draft Environmental Impact Report was prepared and publically circulated for the
proposed Pasadena Groundwater Storage Program, which included the currently proposed
project as well as several other components. The previous project was abandoned due to funding
issues. As part of that project, noise measurements were performed at the same four general
locations as discussed above. Note that the DEIR did not include detailed locations of the noise
measurement sites. So there is some uncertainty that the measurements were taken in the same
location.
Table 3.10-2 of the body of the DEIR presented the Leq levels measured at each of the sites.
The table showed that the noise measurements at Sites R4, R5, and R6 were performed on
Wednesday, December 27, 2006, and the measurements at Site R10 were performed on Thursday
April 26, 2007. Appendix E, Noise, of the DIER presented the maximum and minimum noise
levels for the measurements at Sites R4, R5, and R6 as well as the results of a measurement at
site R10 performed on December 27, 2006. No additional data was presented in the appendix
regarding the April 26, 2007 measurement at Site R10. This data is presented in Table 2
Table 2
Noise Measurement Results From Pasadena Groundwater Storage Program DEIR
Site

Start Time

Leq

Lmax*

Lmin*

R4
R5
R6
R10*
R10

9:44 AM
10:34 AM
11:59 AM
11:32 AM
11:35 AM

56.6
60.8
68.7
51.8
62.7

71.3
69.4
77.7
65.5
--

51.5
57.7
56.3
47.1
--

*Data from the DEIR Appendix E-Noise. All other data from Section 3.10 of the DEIR.

Comparing the measurement data in Tables 1 and 2 shows very good agreement between the
measurements taken for this analysis and those taken for the previous DEIR at Site R4 and the
first measurement taken on December 27, 2006 at Site R10. The second measurement at Site
R10 taken on April 26, 2007, presented in the body of the DEIR, measured an average (Leq)
noise level 8.2 dBA higher than the measurement made for this analysis and 10.9 dBA greater
than the measured level presented in the Appendix of the DEIR. The measurements performed
for this analysis were only 2.7 dBA higher than the first measurement at Site R10. This is
reasonable when the construction activities at the church located across Sierra Madre Boulevard
that was occurring during the measurements performed for this analysis is considered. The most
likely difference between the measured Leq reported in the DEIR body and the other two
measurements is that the meter was located closer to Sierra Madre Boulevard during this
measurement than during the other two measurements.
The average (Leq) noise level at R6 shows very good agreement between the two measurements.
However, the Lmax level measured in the most recent measurements was 9.1 dBA greater than
the previous measurements and the minimum noise level was 5.9 dB lower than the previous
measurement. The difference in maximum levels is due to the loudest vehicle pass by during the
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measurement, which is a random function. The minimum noise level difference could have been
due to groups of vehicles being more tightly packed in the most recent measurements allowing
noise levels to fall more between pass-by events. Alternatively, it could have been due to a
distant indistinct noise source that was not present during the most recent measurements.
The average (Leq) noise level measured for this analysis at Site R5 was 8.6 dBA lower than the
level measured for the DEIR. The minimum level was 12.0 dBA lower than measured for the
DEIR. This site is located approximately 600 feet south of the centerline of the I-210 Freeway.
Additionally, there is a noise wall located along the freeway and intervening homes. Under these
conditions, weather conditions can greatly affect the noise level from traffic on the freeway.
Temperature inversions and wind can cause noise that would radiate into the sky to bend over the
top of the sound wall and intervening homes, short-circuiting the noise reduction provided by the
barrier and intervening homes. The measurement for the previous DEIR was likely taken during
conditions that result in the highest levels in the area around Site R5 and the most recent
measurements during conditions that result in the lowest background noise levels. The
maximum level was 2.4 dB higher, but this was likely just due to the characteristics of the
loudest car pass during the measurement.
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2.0 POTENTIAL NOISE IMPACTS
Potential noise impacts are commonly divided into two groups; temporary, or short-term, and
long-term. Temporary, or short-term, impacts are usually associated with noise generated by
construction activities. Long-term impacts are the impacts on surrounding land uses generated by
the operation of the proposed project.

2.1 Noise Impact Criteria
Off-site impacts from on-site activities, short-term and long-term, are measured against the Noise
Ordinance criteria discussed in Section 1.3.1. Construction activities for the proposed project are
required to comply with the Noise Ordinance. Activities within the project site are also required
to comply with the Noise Ordinance during operation. Activities that do not comply with the
ordinance are considered to result in a significant noise impact.

2.2 Temporary Impacts
2.2.1 Construction Noise Background
Construction noise represents a short-term impact on ambient noise levels. Noise generated by
construction equipment, including trucks, graders, bulldozers, concrete mixers and portable
generators can reach high levels. Heavy grading and demolition equipment typically generate
the greatest construction noise levels.
Worst-case examples of construction noise at 50 feet are presented in Exhibit 6. The peak noise
levels for most of the equipment that will be used during the construction is 70 to 95 dBA at a
distance of 50 feet. However, as discussed in Section 1.3.1 it is a violation to operate
construction equipment that generates a noise level in excess of 85 dBA at a distance of 100 feet.
This equates to a noise level of 91 dBA at 50 feet.
At 200 feet, the peak construction noise levels range from 58 to 79 dBA. At 400 feet, the peak
noise levels range from 52 to 73 dBA. Note that these noise levels are based upon worst-case
conditions. Typically, noise levels near the site will be less. Noise measurements made by
Mestre Greve Associates for other projects show that the noise levels generated by commonly
used grading equipment (i.e. loaders, graders and trucks) generate noise levels that typically do
not exceed the middle of the range shown in Exhibit 6.
Backup warning systems, which are required by California labor law for heavy equipment,
typically employ audible alarms in the form of backup beepers. These beepers produce sound
levels between 53 to 57 dBA measured at 50 feet. Backup beepers tend to be audible over large
distances, even when the sound may not be readily measurable. In general, the sound level
generated by backup beepers is low enough that it would not increase the overall sound level
produced by heavy equipment operating concurrently with the beepers. Accordingly, no attempt
is made to project over distance the sound level produced by backup beepers. However, given
the nature of the sound produced by backup beepers, it is likely that they would be audible over
several thousand feet when background noise levels are low.

A-Weighted Sound Level (dBA)
At 50 Feet
Equipment 60

70

80

90

100

110

70

80

90

100

110

Compactor
Roller
Front Loader
Backhoe
Tractor
Grader
Scraper
Paver
Truck
Concrete Mixer
Concrete Pump
Crane (Movable)
Crane (Derrick)
Pump
Generator
Compressor
Pneumatic Wrench
Jackhammer
Rock Drill
Pile Drivers (Peak)
Vibrator
Saw

60
LEGEND
Noise
Level
Range

Sources:"Handbook of Noise Control," by Cyril Harris, 1979
“Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment”
by Federal Transit Administration, 1995
Typical
Noise
Level

Mestre Greve Associates

Exhibit 6

Construction Equipment Noise Levels
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2.2.2 Construction Activities & Noise Generation
The following paragraphs discuss the major construction activities along with the assumptions
used to estimate noise levels generated by those activities.
Pipeline Installation

All pipeline construction activities will take place within the public right of way. Pipe
installation will be completed using open-cut trench techniques. Standard installation of the
pipeline is anticipated to proceed at the rate of approximately 100 feet per day in more difficult
conditions, and 200 to 300 per day in easier conditions, with an average production rate of
approximately 200 feet per day. Pipeline construction is anticipated to take approximately eight
months to complete.
The loudest activities associated with construction are the use of concrete saws to cut existing
pavement and the use of an excavator or backhoe to remove the pavement and dig a section of
trench to the required depth (typically three to four feet plus the diameter of the pipe). Excavated
material will be loaded into a dump truck and removed from the site. The excavator or backhoe
will also be used place fill material over the completed pipe section prior to paving which will
generate similar noise levels to the excavation.
Concrete sawing could generate noise levels that approach the maximum allowable by the City’s
Noise Ordinance of 85 dBA at a distance of 100 feet. This equates to a noise level of 91 dBA at
a distance of 50 feet. However, this activity would only occur for a relatively small amount of
time for one day adjacent to any use. The following day the saw would be located approximately
200 feet further down the road. Note that sound from equipment drops off at a rate of 6 dB per
doubling of distance. Therefore, if the sawing occurs 20 feet from a land use, the next day the
sawing would be about 20 dB lower at the same receptor.
The backhoe or excavator used for excavation and backfill could generate noise levels near the
allowable maximum for very short periods. While the excavator or backhoe is operating it
would be expected to generate an average (Leq) noise level in the 77 to 83 dBA range and
typically around 80 dBA at a distance of 50 feet.
After excavation is completed pipe will be installed in the excavated trench and connected
through welds. Smaller pipes (12” and 16”) will be able to be hand loaded into the trench while
larger pipes (20” and 24”) will require the use of an excavator or backhoe. However, the
excavator or backhoe would be expected to generate noise levels much less than for excavation
or backfill because less power would be required to handle the pipe than the excavated material
or backfill. Average noise levels would be expected to be 5 to 10 dB lower during this activity
than during excavation or backfill.
Repaving would be performed using hand tools to place the asphalt and a roller to compress the
asphalt. The noise generated by the roller would be less than a typical vehicle pass.
Disinfectant Facility Construction

Construction of the disinfecting facilities will occur on the south side of Jones Reservoir. It is
estimated that the facility will be constructed in approximately four months. Construction will
be completed in four primary phases; (1) site preparation, (2) excavation, (3) grading, and (4)
construction. Site preparation involves clearing the site in preparation for construction and
grading is the final grading of the site prior to construction. It is anticipated that these activities
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will require one tractor and each would take approximately one week to complete. Excavation
involves the removal of approximately 100 cubic yards (CY) of material from the hillside to
create a space for the disinfection equipment. Heavy equipment required for this work is
anticipated to be an excavator and one tractor and this work is expected to be completed over a
two week period. Construction involves construction of a pad/containment area for the
equipment and a retaining wall along the hillside. Once this is completed the disinfectant tanks
will be installed on the pad and connected to the system. Heavy equipment required for
construction is anticipated to be one crane and one tractor.
Construction at Well Sites

The project will require the installation of above ground surge tanks at the seven well sites.
Construction for the surge tanks will involve construction of a pad if a suitable pad does not exist
followed by the mounting of the surge tank on the pad and connection to the system. A tractor
would likely be required if a pad needs to be constructed and a crane would be used to install the
equipment. Each of these pieces of equipment would be required for approximately one day
each.
The project includes replacement of pumping equipment at the Jordan Well. This will simply
involve the installation of a new pump and motor into an existing housing which would be
completed using a crane and is anticipated to take one or two days.
2.2.3 Construction Activity Noise Impacts
The following paragraphs present projected noise levels from construction activities at nearby
sensitive receptors. All construction work is anticipated to occur within the hours allowed by
Section 9.36.070 of the Pasadena Municipal Code; specifically, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday and at no time on Sundays or Holidays.
Further, the equipment that will be utilized will comply with Section 9.36.080 of the Municipal
Code, which limits the noise, generated by construction equipment to a maximum of 85 dBA at a
distance of 100 feet.
Pipeline Installation

Table 3 presents the worst-case average (Leq) noise levels at the uses along the roadways where
the pipeline will be installed. These noise levels are based on the estimate of the loudest
activities, concrete sawing, excavating, and filling, generating a Leq noise level of 80 dBA at a
distance of 50 feet during the time that they are active. Further, the noise levels represent
conditions when the work is occurring directly in front of the receptor. As discussed above, the
pipeline installation is anticipated to occur at an average rate of 200 feet per day. Therefore, the
noise levels shown in Table 3 would not be experienced for more than a few hours over no more
than two days. Further, a considerable portion of the construction, installation, connection and
testing of the pipes, will generate noise levels substantially lower than the noise levels presented
in Table 3. Therefore, the noise levels presented in Table 3 would only be experienced for a
portion of one to two days. As the activity moves away from one receptor, noise levels drop off
rapidly.
For each road segment where pipeline construction will occur, Table 3 presents the land use
directly adjacent to the road on both sides along with the expected worst-case average noise level
during the peak activity periods both outdoors, at the nearest outdoor area, and indoors. Note
that the indoor noise level assumes windows are closed and the building provides 20 dB of
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outdoor-to-indoor noise reduction. The distances used to calculate the noise levels shown in
Table 3are presented in Table A-1 in the appendix.
Table 3
Worst-Case Average (Leq) Noise Levels During Pipeline Installation
Roadway
Segment

Walnut St
Parkwood Av to Greenwood
Av
Greenwood Av to Berkeley Av
Berkeley Av to San Marino Av
San Marino Av to Oak Av
Oak Av to Craig Av
Craig Av
Walnut St to Foothill Bl
Foothill Bl to 100 ft N of
Foothill Bl
100 ft N of Foothill Bl to
White St
White St to 180 ft S of Corson
St
180 ft S of Corson St to Corson
St
Corson St to Maple St
Maple St to 100 ft N of
Dolores St
100 ft N of Dolores St to Villa
St
Villa St to Monte Vista St
Monte Vista St to Las Lunas St
Las Lunas St to Lambert Dr
Lambert Dr to Orange Grove
Bl
Orange Grove Bl to Paloma St
Paloma St
600 ft E of Palo Verde to Craig
Av
Table Continued on Next Page

North or West of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

South or East of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

Cmrcl

80 dBA

60 dBA

Cmrcl

85 dBA

65 dBA

Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl

80 dBA
77 dBA
77 dBA
77 dBA

51 dBA
57 dBA
57 dBA
57 dBA

Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl

82 dBA
82 dBA
82 dBA
82 dBA

62 dBA
62 dBA
62 dBA
62 dBA

Cmrcl

89 dBA

60 dBA

Cmrcl

83 dBA

63 dBA

Cmrcl

85 dBA

65 dBA

Cmrcl

84 dBA

64 dBA

Cmrcl

81 dBA

56 dBA

Cmrcl

91 dBA

59 dBA

Res

86 dBA

59 dBA

Res

85 dBA

65 dBA

Res

85 dBA

63 dBA

Res

78 dBA

58 dBA

Fwy

--

Fwy

--

--

Res

87 dBA

62 dBA

Res

78 dBA

58 dBA

Res

86 dBA

61 dBA

Res

84 dBA

64 dBA

Res
Res
Res

83 dBA
83 dBA
83 dBA

61 dBA
61 dBA
61 dBA

Res
Res
Res

86 dBA
86 dBA
86 dBA

66 dBA
66 dBA
66 dBA

Res

83 dBA

61 dBA

Res

86 dBA

66 dBA

Res

83 dBA

61 dBA

Res

86 dBA

66 dBA

Res

88 dBA

61 dBA

Res

78 dBA

58 dBA
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Table 3 (Continued)
Worst-Case Average (Leq) Noise Levels During Pipeline Installation
Roadway
Segment

North or West of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

Monte Vista St
Craig Av to Oak Av
Res
Oak Av to Palo Verde Av
Res
Palo Verde Av
Monte Vista St to Baldwin Aly Res
White St
Craig Av to Lola Av
Res
Lola Av to Martelo Av
Res
Martelo Av to Vista Av
Res
Vista Av
White St (E) to White St (W)
Res
White St
Vista Av to Carmelo Av
Res
Carmelo Av to Altadena Dr
Res
Sierra Madre Bl
Altadena Dr to Del Rey
Res
Del Rey to Bella Vista
Res
Bella Vista to La Tierra
Res
La Tierra
Sierra Madre Bl to San Gabriel Parking
Bl
Lot
San Gabriel Bl
La Tierra to Mataro St
Cmrcl
Mataro St
San Gabriel Bl to Daisy Av
Res
Daisy Av to east terminus
Res
La Tierra
Mataro St to Sunnyslope Av
Fwy
Sunnyslope Av
La Tierra St to Foothill Bl
Res
Table Continued on Next Page

South or East of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

88 dBA
78 dBA

59 dBA
55 dBA

Res
Res

82 dBA
88 dBA

62 dBA
68 dBA

86 dBA

63 dBA

Res

83 dBA

63 dBA

81 dBA
81 dBA
81 dBA

59 dBA
57 dBA
57 dBA

Res
Res
Res

87 dBA
87 dBA
87 dBA

67 dBA
67 dBA
67 dBA

84 dBA

59 dBA

Cmrcl

79 dBA

59 dBA

79 dBA
79 dBA

57 dBA
58 dBA

Cmrcl
Res

86 dBA
90 dBA

66 dBA
70 dBA

76 dBA
76 dBA
76 dBA

55 dBA
54 dBA
54 dBA

Res
Res
Res

79 dBA
79 dBA
79 dBA

59 dBA
59 dBA
59 dBA

84 dBA

--

Cmrcl

81 dBA

61 dBA

91 dBA

65 dBA

Res

73 dBA

53 dBA

88 dBA
88 dBA

61 dBA
61 dBA

Res
Res

84 dBA
84 dBA

64 dBA
64 dBA

--

--

Res

82 dBA

62 dBA

75 dBA

53 dBA

Fwy

--

--
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Table 3 (Continued)
Worst-Case Average (Leq) Noise Levels During Pipeline Installation
Roadway
Segment

North or West of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

South or East of Segment
Use
Outdoor
Indoor

Foothill Bl
Sunnyslope Av to Titley Av
Titley Av to Santa Paula Av
Santa Paula Av to Sierra Madre
Villa Bl
Sierra Madre Villa Bl to
Halstead St
Halstead St
Foothill Bl to 175 ft S of
Foothill
Titley Ave.
Foothill Bl to south terminus
Sierra Madre Villa Ave
Foothill Bl to Mataro St
Mataro St to La Tierra
La Tierra St to Estado
Estado St to Alameda St
Alameda St to Del Vina St
Del Vina St to Las Lunas St
Las Lunas St to Hermanos St
Hermanos St to Rosemead Bl
Rosemead Bl to Rida St
Rida St to Paloma St
Paloma St to Primavera St
Primavera St to Sierra Madre
Bl
Sierra Madre Bl
Sierra Madre Villa Av to
Riviera Dr
East of Riviera Dr
East of Riviera Dr
East of Riviera Dr
Jones Reservoir Service Road
North of Sierra Madre Bl

Park
-Lot/Fwy.
Cmrcl 84 dBA

--

Cmrcl

80 dBA

60 dBA

60 dBA

Cmrcl

81 dBA

61 dBA

Cmrcl

81 dBA

61 dBA

Cmrcl

79 dBA

59 dBA

Cmrcl

83 dBA

62 dBA

Res

68 dBA

48 dBA

Cmrcl

84 dBA

61 dBA

Cmrcl

84 dBA

64 dBA

Cmrcl

84 dBA

64 dBA

Cmrcl

84 dBA

64 dBA

Cmrcl
Res
Res
Res
Res
Res
Res
Res
Library
Res
Res

84 dBA
83 dBA
83 dBA
83 dBA
83 dBA
83 dBA
86 dBA
82 dBA
81 dBA
80 dBA
76 dBA

55 dBA
59 dBA
59 dBA
59 dBA
59 dBA
59 dBA
64 dBA
60 dBA
53 dBA
59 dBA
55 dBA

Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Cmrcl
Park
Park
Res

81 dBA
81 dBA
81 dBA
81 dBA
81 dBA
81 dBA
79 dBA
81 dBA
79 dBA
78 dBA
87 dBA

61 dBA
61 dBA
61 dBA
61 dBA
61 dBA
61 dBA
59 dBA
61 dBA
59 dBA
58 dBA
67 dBA

Res

76 dBA

55 dBA

Res

87 dBA

67 dBA

68 dBA

--

Res

78 dBA

57 dBA

71 dBA
71 dBA
67 dBA

51 dBA
51 dBA
--

Res
School
Church

78 dBA
69 dBA
69 dBA

57 dBA
48 dBA
49 dBA

74 dBA

--

Res

86 dBA

61 dBA

Golf
Course
Res
Res
Park
Park
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Table 3 shows that the peak activities will generate considerable outdoor noise levels at the
nearest uses along most of the road segment where construction will occur. The highest outdoor
noise levels are projected to be 91 dBA. The average outdoor noise levels are projected to be 82
dBA. The highest indoor noise level is projected to be 66 dBA and the average indoor noise
level is projected to be 59 dBA. Table 3 presents average (Leq) noise levels during peak activity
periods and it should be noted that instantaneous peak noise levels (Lmax) from the construction
could be as much as 11 dBA louder than the average noise levels.
Noise levels less than 60 dBA would not be expected to considerably interfere with
communication. Between 60 and 66 dBA communication at a distance of more than
approximately 10 feet will require a raised voice but much less than maximum vocal effort. For
most areas, the construction will not substantially interfere with interior communication but in
areas where construction is occurring within 30 feet of a building, raised voices will be required
during these high activity periods. Construction will occur within 35 feet of 28 homes along
seven road segments; (1) west side of Craig Avenue from 180 feet south of Corson Street to
Corson Street (3 homes), (2) east side of Craig Avenue from Villa Street to Paloma Street (10
homes), (3) south side of White Street between Craig Avenue and Lola Avenue (4 homes), (4)
south side of white Street between Martello Avenue and Vista Avenue (7 homes), (5) north side
of White Street between Carmelo Avenue and Altadena Drive (2 homes), and (6) west side of
Sierra Madre Villa Avenue between Las Lunas Street and Hermanos Street (2 homes).
Construction will occur within 35 feet of eight businesses along five road segments; (1) east side
of Walnut Street between Parkwood Avenue and Greenwood Avenue (1 business), (2) east side
of Craig Avenue from Walnut Street to 100 feet north of Foothill Boulevard (3 businesses), (3)
west side of San Gabriel Boulevard between La Tierra and Mataro Street (1 business), and (4)
south side of Hallstead Street between Foothill Boulevard and 175 feet south of Foothill
Boulevard (1 business), and (5) east and west side of Titley Avenue from Foothill Boulevard to
the southern terminus (2 businesses).
Noise levels in excess of 85 dBA restrict voice communication to a distance of approximately 10
feet or less between the speaker and listener. This level of noise occurs within 30 feet of the
construction activities. At 80 dBA, raised voices are required for non-face to face
communication but voice communication is possible at distances up to 20 feet.
Centralized Disinfectant Facility Construction

The Centralized Disinfectant Faculty containment area that will be excavated is located
approximately 140 feet from the nearest residence to the east. At this distance, the worst-case
average (Leq) noise levels during the excavation would be expected to be 71 dBA outdoors and
51 dBA indoors (with windows closed). During most of construction of the facility, construction
levels would be much less than this, as heavy equipment would not be needed. The exception is
the installation of the storage tanks, which will require the use of a crane. The crane would be
expected to generate a maximum noise level at the nearest home of approximately 74 dBA
outdoors, and 54 dBA indoors. However, this noise level would not occur for more than a few
hours over a few days.
Construction at Well Sites

Table 4 presents the worst-case noise levels at the nearest residence to each well site. This is the
worst-case average noise level that would occur during the use of heavy equipment that may be
required for pad construction and would be required for installation of the surge tanks.
Therefore, these noise levels would only be experienced for, at most, a few hours each day over a
couple of days. During the remainder of construction at the well sites, heavy equipment would
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not be required and construction noise levels would not be considerable. Noise levels are not
listed for Jordan Well as it is located in the middle of a commercial district and there are no
nearby residences that would be impacted by construction noise at the well site.
Table 4
Worst-Case Average (Leq) Noise Levels at Residences During Well Construction
Well

Outdoor

Indoor

Twombly
Chapman
Jordan
Wadsworth
Woodbury
Monte Vista
Craig

68 dBA
73 dBA
-73 dBA
67 dBA
90 dBA
84 dBA

46 dBA
58 dBA
-52 dBA
46 dBA
63 dBA
58 dBA

Table 4 shows that the highest noise levels are projected to be experienced at residences adjacent
to the Monte Vista and Crag well sites. This is because both of these sites are located in the
middle of residential areas. High outdoor noise levels will be experienced at the adjacent
residences, however, indoor noise levels, while considerable, will not considerably interfere with
speech communication. All other outdoor residential areas are located more than 100 feet from
the well sites. Moderate outdoor noise levels will occur at these homes, but indoor noise levels
at these homes are not considered substantial.
Conclusion

The information presented above shows that outdoor noise levels during pipeline construction
will be substantial in many areas where the construction occurs close to outdoor areas. This is
also true of the construction at Monte Vista and Craig Well sites. However, indoor noise levels
will not considerably interfere with communication in the homes. Further, these high noise
levels are only be expected to occur for a few hours each day for a few days at most.
Construction of the Centralized Disinfectant Facility will result in moderately high outdoor noise
levels during operation of heavy equipment, but indoor noise levels are not projected to interfere
with communication.
As discussed above, Section 9.36.170(A) specifically exempts construction activities conducted
by public agencies or their contractors deemed necessary by the City to serve the best interests of
the public and to protect the public health, safety and welfare. The City has determined that
noise generated by these activities do not result in a significant impact. Further, construction of
the project will occur within the hours allowed by Section 9.36.070 of the Municipal Code (7:00
a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday and at no time on
Sundays or Holidays and all equipment used will comply with Section 9.36.080 of the Municipal
Code which limits the noise generated by the equipment to a level of 85 dBA at a distance of 100
feet. The City has determined that with these restrictions, general construction will not result in
significant impact. Therefore, construction of the project is not projected to result in a
significant noise impact. To ensure this, mitigation restricting the hours of construction and
maximum equipment noise levels for the project are presented in Section 3.1.
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2.3 Long-Term Impacts
The East Side Collector component of the project will not result in significant operational longterm noise impacts. The project does not result in any new sources of noise at the wells. There
will be no considerable increase in pumping operations from the wells as the amount of water
pumped from the wells is limited by groundwater pumping rights.
There is no equipment included in the Centralized Disinfection Facility that will generate
considerable levels of noise. Small pumps will be used to inject the disinfection agents into the
water and for the water sampling. However, these pumps to not generate appreciable noise
levels. At the nearest residence the noise generated by these pumps would be less than noise
generated by traffic on Sierra Madre Boulevard.
Periodic delivery of disinfectant agents to the disinfection facility will generate infrequent shortterm noise events. The sodium hypochlorite tank is expected to require refilling about every 23
days in normal operation and every 13 days during peak operation. The ammonium hydroxide
tank is expected to require refilling about every 42 days during normal operation and every 25
days during peak operation. Trucks traveling to the Centralized Disinfection Facility would
deliver these materials.
Delivery of disinfectant agents to the Centralized Disinfection Facility would occur a maximum
of four times in a month during daytime hours. The truck would generate noise as it approached
and departed the site. However, the noise generated by the delivery truck would be no louder at
the nearest residence than a truck passing the residence on Sierra Madre Boulevard. A pump
will operate to transfer the disinfection agents from the truck to the tanks. However, this pump is
not expected to generate considerable levels of noise compared to the noise generated by traffic
on Sierra Madre Boulevard.
None of the components associated with operation of the project are projected to generate noise
levels greater than existing ambient levels. Therefore, the operation of the project will not
generate noise levels more than 5 dBA above ambient levels in violation of the City of Pasadena
Noise Ordinance limits on General Noise Sources. Therefore, the operation of the project will
not result in a significant long-term impact.
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3.0 Mitigation Measures
3.1 Temporary Impacts
The analysis presented in Section 2.2 shows that construction activities will generate
considerable noise levels, however, construction will comply with all provisions of the City of
Pasadena Noise Ordinance presented in Chapter 9.36 of the Municipal Code related to
construction noise, and therefore, the project will not result in a significant impact. Because the
project is not required to comply with all provisions of the Noise Ordinance because it is
specifically exempted in Section 9.36.170(A). However, the following mitigation measures are
needed to ensure that the project complies with the restrictions on the hours of construction and
noise generated by heavy equipment to avoid impacts.
Mitigation Measure N-1: All noise generating construction activities within a residential
district or within a radius of 500 feet therefrom shall be restricted to the hours between 7:00
a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays and at
no time on Sundays and holidays.
Mitigation Measure N-2: All equipment used by the project will comply with City of
Pasadena Municipal Code Section 9.36.080 and will not generate a noise level in excess of
85 dBA at a distance of 100 feet.

3.2 Long Term Impacts
The analysis presented in Section 2.3 showed that the project will not result in any significant
off-site noise impacts and no mitigation is required.

4.0 Unavoidable Significant Impacts
With the mitigation measures described in Section 3.0, all significant impacts will be reduced to
a level of insignificance and the project will not result in any unavoidable significant impacts.
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Appendix
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Table A-1
Distances Used to Calculate Pipeline Installation Noise Levels
Roadway
Segment

Walnut St
Parkwood Av to Greenwood Av
Greenwood Av to Berkeley Av
Berkeley Av to San Marino Av
San Marino Av to Oak Av
Oak Av to Craig Av
Craig Av
Walnut St to Foothill Bl
Foothill Bl to 100 ft N of Foothill Bl
100 ft N of Foothill Bl to White St
White St to 180 ft S of Corson St
180 ft S of Corson St to Corson St
Corson St to Maple St
Maple St to 100 ft N of Dolores St
100 ft N of Dolores St to Villa St
Villa St to Monte Vista St
Monte Vista St to Las Lunas St
Las Lunas St to Lambert Dr
Lambert Dr to Orange Grove Bl
Orange Grove Bl to Paloma St
Paloma St
600 ft E of Palo Verde to Craig Av

Pipeline Location

19 ft from S curb
18 ft from N curb
18 ft from N curb
18 ft from N curb
18 ft from N curb

North/West Side
Use
PL
Bldg

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

9 ft from W curb Commercial
13.5 ft from W curb Commercial
4.5 ft from E curb Commercial
13.5 ft from W curb Residential
14 ft from W curb Residential
14 ft from W curb
Freeway
13 ft from W curb Residential
13 ft from W curb Residential
12 ft from E curb
Residential
12 ft from E curb
Residential
12 ft from E curb
Residential
12 ft from E curb
Residential
12 ft from E curb
Residential
7ft from N curb

Residential

South or East Side
Use
PL
Bldg

51’
48’
68’
68’
68’

51’
146’
73’
73’
73’

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

29’
40’
40’
40’
40’

29’
40’
40’
40’
40’

17’
28.5’
42.5’
25.5’
29’
-23’
26’
36’
36’
36’
36’
36’

49’
28.5’
79.5’
53.5’
34’
-41’
43’
44’
44’
44’
44’
44’

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Residential
Residential
Freeway
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential

35’
30.5’
14.5’
28.5’
64’
-65’
31’
24’
24’
24’
24’
24’

35’
30.5’
54.5’
43.5’
76’
-70’
38’
32’
32’
32’
32’
32’

19’

47’

Residential

61’

89’
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Roadway
Segment

Monte Vista St
Craig Av to Oak Av
Oak Av to Palo Verde Av
Palo Verde Av
Monte Vista St to Baldwin Aly
White St
Craig Av to Lola Av
Lola Av to Martelo Av
Martelo Av to Vista Av
Vista Av
White St (E) to White St (W)
White St
Vista Av to Carmelo Av
Carmelo Av to Altadena Dr
Sierra Madre Bl
Altadena Dr to Del Rey
Del Rey to Bella Vista
Bella Vista to La Tierra
La Tierra
Sierra Madre Bl to San Gabriel Bl
San Gabriel Bl
La Tierra to Mataro St

Pipeline Location

North/West Side
Use
PL
Bldg

South or East Side
Use
PL
Bldg

8 ft from N curb
4 ft from S curb

Residential
Residential

20’
60’

53’
84’

Residential
Residential

40’
20’

73’
44’

11 ft from W curb

Residential

26’

36’

Residential

36’

46’

13 ft from S curb
13 ft from S curb
13 ft from S curb

Residential
Residential
Residential

47’
47’
47’

57’
67’
67’

Residential
Residential
Residential

23’
23’
23’

28’
43’
33’

22 ft from W curb

Residential

32’

57’

Commercial

58’

188’

5 ft from S curb
5 ft from S curb

Residential
Residential

57’
55’

70’
65’

Commercial
Residential

25’
15’

115’
25’

13 ft S of median
13 ft S of median
13 ft S of median

Residential
Residential
Residential

82.5’
82.5’
82.5’

90.5’
95.5’
95.5’

Residential
Residential
Residential

56.5’
56.5’
56.5’

64.5’
59.5’
59.5’

20 ft from N curb

Parking Lot

32’

--

Commercial

45’

50’

2 ft from W curb

Commercial

14’

27’

Residential

108’

111’
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Roadway
Segment

Pipeline Location

North/West Side
Use
PL
Bldg

Mataro St
San Gabriel Bl to Daisy Av
9 ft from N curb
Residential
19’
Daisy Av to east terminus
9 ft from N curb
Residential
19’
La Tierra
Mataro St to Sunnyslope Av
10 ft from N curb
Freeway
-Sunnyslope Av
La Tierra St to Foothill Bl
5 ft from E curb
Residential
93’
Foothill Bl
Sunnyslope Av to Titley Av
1-21 ft N of median Park Lot/Fwy.
-Titley Av to Santa Paula Av
25 ft from N curb Commercial
33’
Santa Paula Av to Sierra Madre Villa Bl 25 ft from N curb Commercial
45’
Sierra Madre Villa Bl to Halstead St
23.5 ft from N curb Commercial 35.5’
Halstead St
Foothill Bl to 175 ft S of Foothill
19 ft from N curb Commercial
31’
Titley Ave.
Foothill Bl to south terminus
Along Centerline Commercial
33’

South or East Side
Use
PL
Bldg

44’
44’

Residential
Residential

31’
31’

56’
56’

--

Residential

40’

62’

113’

Freeway

--

--

-50’
45’
41.5’

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Residential

44’

Commercial

31’

31’

33’

Commercial

33’

33’

49’
61’
45’
62’
53’
61’
204.5’ 204.5’
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Roadway
Segment

Sierra Madre Villa Ave
Foothill Bl to Mataro St
Mataro St to La Tierra
La Tierra St to Estado
Estado St to Alameda St
Alameda St to Del Vina St
Del Vina St to Las Lunas St
Las Lunas St to Hermanos St
Hermanos St to Rosemead Bl
Rosemead Bl to Rida St
Rida St to Paloma St
Paloma St to Primavera St
Primavera St to Sierra Madre Bl
Sierra Madre Bl
Sierra Madre Villa Av to Riviera Dr
East of to Riviera Dr
East of to Riviera Dr
East of to Riviera Dr
Jones Reservoir Service Road
North of to Sierra Madre Bl

Pipeline Location

5 ft N of centerline
5 ft N of centerline
5 ft N of centerline
5 ft N of centerline
5 ft N of centerline
5 ft N of centerline
13 ft from W curb
1-5 ft from centerline
1-5 ft from centerline
1-5 ft from centerline
7 ft from E curb
7 ft from E curb

North/West Side
Use
PL
Bldg

South or East Side
Use
PL
Bldg

Commercial
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Library
Residential
Residential
Residential

33’
35’
35’
35’
35’
35’
25’
40’
45’
49.5’
80’
80’

86’
58’
58’
58’
58’
58’
33’
48’
110’
57.5’
88’
88’

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Park
Park
Residential
Residential

43’
45’
45’
45’
45’
45’
58’
43’
55’
62.5’
22’
22’

223’
68’
68’
68’
68’
83’
108’
63’
--42’
42’

3.5 ft from N Curb of Golf Course
Eastbound Side
3.5 ft from N Curb of Residential
Eastbound Side
3.5 ft from N Curb of Residential
Eastbound Side
3.5 ft from N Curb of
Park
Eastbound Side

201.5’

--

Residential

63.5’

68.5’

136.5’

141.5’

Residential

63.5’

88.5’

219.5’

141.5’

School

178.5’ 198.5’

94.5’

--

Church

168.5’ 168.5’

94.5’

--

Residential

3 ft from W curb

Park

25.5’

45.5
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Table A-2
Distances Used to Calculate Noise Levels From Well Site Construction
Well

Property Line

Building

Twombly
Chapman
Jordan
Wadsworth
Woodbury
Monte Vista Well
Craig Well

200’
106’

250’
65’
None

115’
220’
15’
30’

130’
250’
35’
60’

